Quick Answers

1. Jim
2. Vincent
3. in the park
4. Beth
5. last week
6. They do lots of things together.
7. termites.
8. getting
9. drinking water
10. to give chimps a drink
11. clever.
12. How chimpanzees use tools
13. the elephants landed in the tree.
14. punish the elephants.
15. show-off
16. to teach Emu a lesson
17. They shrunk.
18. Both explain why something is the way it is.
19. She enjoys it.
20. His parents thought it was a good idea.
21. the weather is fine.
22. it is good exercise.
23. Andrew
24. she lives too far away from school.
25. to explain what the students wrote about
26. can live on land and in water.
27. salamander.
28. frogs can stay underwater longer.
29. develop lungs.
30. 1) spawn hatches 2) hind legs grow 3) forelegs grow 4) tail disappears
31. gills
32. describe the life cycle of frogs.
33. shark.
34. fishermen.
35. Opo is part of the name of a town.
36. curious.
37. liked being touched.
38. had become separated from her mother.